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The Ad Scientists  
They're Net-savvy number crunchers, and they're teaching Madison Avenue the lessons of the 
pay-per-click universe. Three case studies in how online advertising is invading the real world. 
By Lucas Graves  

1. Custom-Tailored Commercials 
Chicago is a city of neighborhoods: Old Town, Wrigleyville, Bucktown, Bridgeport, and dozens of 
others. So when Ted wanted to promote new routes out of the Windy City, the budget airline tapped into 
the town's ineffable community pride. Working with an entrepreneur named Seth Haberman, Ted 
tailored commercials to each enclave. "Viva Las Oak Lawn … doesn't quite have the same ring to it," 
joked one version of a Vegas vacation ad that ran in the western suburb. Nearer to Lake Michigan, the 
spot started with: "Viva Las Gold Coast." In all, Ted aired 38 versions of the neighborhood humor. 

Targeting cable TV ads to a particular neighborhood has always been tricky. In the past, if a local gas 
station wanted to advertise only to nearby households, the ad had to be cued up manually in the 
equipment shed where the area's cable lines met. But Ted used a clever trick. The airline embedded 
every version of the ad into a single metacommercial and sent it out over Comcast lines like a "choose 
your own adventure" book. When the file hit special routers that Comcast installed at the edge of 
Schaumburg, for example, the commercial morphed into "Viva Las Schaumburg." The ad also 
responded to commands from headquarters: When seats on the Vegas routes filled up, the destination 
was easily changed to Florida. Suddenly, instead of "Viva Las Gold Coast," the commercial became: 
"Let's face it. Your chances of spotting a dolphin in the Gold Coast are pretty slim." 

Haberman, who developed the ad-routing system that makes such customization possible, exudes the 
barely contained glee of someone who knows that years of work are about to pay off. Since he founded 
his New York company, Visible World, in 1999, he's been creating adaptive ads and quietly lining up 
investors, partners, and, lately, clients. He has deals with all six major cable operators to install Visible 
World routers across their networks. The first shape-shifting ad ran in Los Angeles in 2003, and today 
more than half of US cable households can see the commercials. By the end of this year, Haberman's 
system will be available in all of the major media markets in the US. 
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In a darkened conference room in Hell's Kitchen, Haberman shows me an ad for Bermuda's tourism 
office. Happy seniors tour lighthouses, ride carriages, and play golf. "Relive your youth; Bermuda's 
calling," a voice-over urges. He feeds in a new demographic (younger, single), and suddenly the spot 
shows more skin. An attractive woman swims toward the camera. "Live the Bermuda experience," the 
voice purrs.  

Bill Katz, former head of the venerable ad agency BBDO, was so excited about Haberman's company 
that he came out of retirement to join the board. He says it normally takes several weeks to get a new 30-
second TV spot into circulation. Doing it faster is hugely expensive and has always been reserved for 
emergencies - like when New Coke came out in 1986 and BBDO had just 24 hours to produce an ad 
crowing that its client, Pepsi, had won the cola wars.  

By changing the creation equation, Visible World's adaptive ads adopt the "permanent beta" ethic of 
online marketing - advertisers can continually refine their message, swapping out offers in response to 
what works. "On the Internet, marketers love their dashboards, their control panels, the ability to see 
results and to make changes based on those results," Haberman says. "When you look at offline 
advertising research, it's like going to the morgue. They cut the guy open and tell you why he died. But 
that's worthless unless you can make a change. The real opportunity is in coordination and feedback." 

Haberman says his tech will redefine TV ads the way cheap laser printing revolutionized direct mail. 
But the underlying concept is even bigger than that. Advertisers won't be limited to just toggling 
between offers - no money down versus two years of free parts and labor. Now they can dial in different 
themes. Volvo doesn't have to bank an entire campaign on "safe and stodgy" or "fun and sporty." It can 
deploy a dozen appeals and drop the ones that don't work. Shooting a dozen spots may be expensive, but 
it's cheaper - and certainly more effective - than blanketing the airwaves with a single ad that's irrelevant 
to most of the audience.  

2. TV That Watches You 
Lee Weinblatt is out of place in the artsy lower Manhattan café where he's agreed to meet me, and not 
just because he came in from New Jersey. In a tight-fitting suit and yellow tie, he looks like he might try 
to talk me into a '92 Taurus. But there's no mistaking his revolutionary zeal as he rails against Madison 
Avenue. "We've seen every major agency in the United States, from New York to Chicago to Los 
Angeles," he rants. "The same people who make speeches at conferences saying, 'We need better 
measurement' - they don't want the data. They look at me like the guy who invented the report card." 

Weinblatt, the founder of a company called PreTesting, holds up a gray wedge of plastic about the size 
of a paperback. It houses a USB flash drive and a microphone. This simple invention, he claims, can 
finally show advertisers which TV ads are working, putting to rest the classic marketing conundrum, 
best expressed by 19th-century department store mogul John Wanamaker: "I know half of my 
advertising is wasted. I just don't know which half." When the device is placed within earshot of any 
television, it listens for codes laced into the audio track of commercials. It records which spots a viewer 
sees and how often, and collects offers from advertisers. A red light prompts consumers to plug the drive 
into a PC to get coupons and giveaways and to take surveys; marketers receive aggregated feedback. 
Remember :cuecat? It's that cheesy.  

Weinblatt had no problem getting major advertisers like Burger King, Colgate, Disney, and Subway to 
sign up when he tested the device, called MediaCheck, in 2,500 homes in Omaha, Nebraska, last May. 
In a clear sign of the disagreement between clients and Madison Avenue over the need for new ad 
metrics, most of the companies didn't tell their agencies about the test. The secret trial was dubbed (what 
else?) Project Wanamaker. 
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Natalie Simmonds, who handles marketing for 57 Burger Kings in Nebraska and Iowa, ran more than 
100 commercials during the five-week trial. She tested a new coupon every week: a $1 kid's meal, $1 
Chicken Fries, and so on, recording how many people viewed each offer on the Web and how many 
actually redeemed it. "When it comes to creative work, everyone's got their opinion," Simmonds says. 
"This device provides insight into what people are actually doing. Are they seeing the commercial, and 
more important, are they buying the product?"  

It seems like junk mail for your TV, but Weinblatt has a catchier sell: "Giving your commercials the 
power of the Internet." He says he's talking to a major satellite TV provider about building the capability 
into set-top boxes, and he has a 35,000-home national test scheduled for version 2.0 in May. The new 
effort includes scanners to analyze sales receipts. He believes consumers will happily trade their 
shopping histories for special discounts. (Submit three receipts from your last trip to the mall and earn, 
say, airline miles.) Meanwhile, advertisers will mine the data for patterns, making connections between 
the ads that people watch and the stuff they buy. 

MediaCheck may prove too tacky or too intrusive to catch on, but other approaches could be more 
palatable. Like MediaCheck, TiVo already tracks who watches the ads that are uploaded to its DVRs. 
Starting this spring, TiVo users will be able to search for ads they're interested in. A Buy Now button is 
available for some products, and the company is even planning to support advertisers' TiVo-specific 
Web sites. Welcome to the clickable commercial. 

3. And Now a Precision-Guided Word From Our Sponsor 
Meet Ray Bednar, Green Belt. No, he's not an aspiring karate master. The title has nothing to do with 
martial arts. It means he's an expert in Six Sigma, a wonky process-measurement methodology used by 
many of the biggest manufacturers on the planet. Bednar is a leader in the movement to introduce 
rigorous number crunching to the fuzzy world of marketing, and he specializes in the fuzziest corner: 
sponsorships. Today, Bednar's putting Six Sigma into practice in Dallas at the Texas state fair.  

The hard sell is alive and well at the country's largest fair. During this three-week buying binge, 3.5 
million visitors line up to hear fast-talking pitchmen peddle everything from amazing "waterless 
cookware" to a 1,300-pound steer named Headlines. Horse auctions compete with the blare of product 
demos, sweepstakes, and endless loops of infomercials. One of the biggest attractions is the sprawling 
auto show, where 85 percent of fair visitors have a look at next year's models. For car dealers across the 
Southwest, having a good show can make the year - which explains why Chevrolet is said to have 
ponied up close to $1 million for the right to park Tahoes and Suburbans all over the 277-acre 
fairground. Eight shiny vehicles dangle in midair flanking the Chevrolet Main Stage, where free 
concerts (.38 Special, Hoobastank) are held every night. The seven-figure outlay also bought the fair's 
lead sponsor a degree of marketing exclusivity. No other carmaker is allowed to so much as hand out a 
flyer. 

In other words, Chevy put up a marketing roadblock designed to corral everyone at the fair, whether or 
not they're in the market for a new car. Betsy Lazar, director of media operations for General Motors, 
says such events are a rare chance to put butts in the seats of next year's models - making a certain 
amount of waste acceptable.  

To Bednar, that's old-world thinking. He says Chevy's publicity blitz typifies what's wrong with most 
offline marketing. It relies on intuition and has vague, immeasurable goals, like creating buzz. "They're 
spending a tremendous amount to dominate the fair," he says. "But what does that get them? It makes 
Chevrolet dealers feel better. It makes the marketing people feel better. But it's unclear how that 
translates into a sale." 
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The head of a Detroit marketing firm called Prism, Bednar prefers a more disciplined approach. Six 
Sigma took shape at Motorola 20 years ago as a way to compete with the cheap, quality electronics 
coming out of Japan. The idea was to use scientific method to eliminate manufacturing errors - "Six 
Sigma quality" translates to fewer than 3.4 defects for every million opportunities. Motorola engineers 
performed painstaking experiments to root out, for example, which variable would cause a robot arm to 
misalign a chip once every few thousand tries. General Electric, DuPont, and other manufacturing titans 
quickly signed on. Six Sigma practitioners are a bit cultish: They attend weekend retreats to become 
Green Belts and Black Belts. They live by rigid rules, especially the mantra "Define. Measure. Analyze. 
Improve. Control." And now they're bringing that discipline to marketing.  

Bednar, whose firm has attracted clients like Samsung, Ford, Xerox, and Shell, compares a marketing 
campaign to a ballistic missile: Both need to be on target to justify the huge cost. Six Sigma is a 
guidance system. "If your missile is shooting toward a target but you don't have in-flight guidance, then 
you've wasted tens of millions of dollars," he explains. "Six Sigma is about adjusting your process as 
you go."  

Today the missile strike comes from a coalition of fed-up Lincoln Mercury dealers in Texas. Tired of 
wasting money trying to out-shout louder voices in the auto pavilion, they asked Bednar for help. Since 
Lincoln Mercury can't canvass inside the fairgrounds, Bednar deploys a squad of locals to intercept 
families outside the gates and lure them to the carmaker's exhibit. The college-age crew looks for stylish 
couples, ages 25 to 45, driving Chrysler Sebrings and Mitsubishi Galants. Rather than running off a 
million flyers the month before the fair, the team prints as they go, tweaking the incentives based on the 
responses they get. Less than 15 percent of flyer recipients show up at the exhibit to redeem what 
Bednar's instincts told him would be the biggest draw, a free return pass to the fair, worth $13. But the 
next day, the promise of a coupon for $2.50 in fair money - almost enough for a corn dog - lures a 
whopping 60 percent. Surprisingly, doubling the offer to $5 boosts the payoff to only 64 percent. 
Bednar's team settles on the cheaper alternative. 

In the end, more than a third of the Lincoln Mercury vouchers are redeemed. The dealers feed 4,400 
leads into the database, better than they've ever done, and they even sell four cars at the fair. Best of all, 
they spent less than half what they did last year. The campaign is an unqualified success. "Sponsorship 
has always been an old-boy's club, where the CEO loves yachting so the company sponsors a yacht 
race," he says. "We're taking it into the realm of science."  

Correspondent Lucas Graves (lucasgrv@yahoo.com) writes Wired's Hotseat column. 
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Ads by Google

Go Daddy Commercial 
Check status of 2006 SuperBowl ad & watch the 
Controversial 2005 ad! 
GoDaddy.com 

Chiropractors on NBC 
National TV Campaign to Air on NBC Local calls routed 
to your office 
www.chiroontv.com 

Vintage Commercials 
Classic clips from the 70's, 80's, & 90's available on DVD 
and VHS. 
www.80scommercials.com 
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